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Abstract

Common parallel grippers are limited to closing on an object without the ability
for intrinsic in-hand manipulation. Nevertheless, parallel grippers are widely used
due to their simplicity and low-cost while relying on extrinsic capabilities for ma-
nipulating the object. In this paper, a simple and low-cost mechanism is proposed
for augmenting a parallel gripper with intrinsic in-hand manipulation abilities. A
novel vibration-based finger was proposed where an off-the-shelf eccentric rotat-
ing mass motor along with a simple rotary actuator apply directional movement
forces on a grasped thin object. The motion is based on the stick-slip phenomenon
and exerted with no exposed moving parts. Along with the mechanism, a sim-
ple control law is proposed to manipulate the object to desired position goals and
along paths. Furthermore, the ability to manipulate various objects is demon-
strated. Experimental results show the ability to manipulate an object with accu-
racy of less than 2 mm. The experiments demonstrate the merits of the approach
granting in-hand manipulation capabilities, that previously were not possible, to
any parallel gripper.
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1. Introduction

In-hand manipulation capabilities of robotic hands are an important feature for
efficient interaction with the environment. While dexterous robotic hands, such
as the Shadow and the Allegro hands, are very capable, they have complex struc-
ture with many degrees-of-freedom (DOF) and, therefore, require agile sensory
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feedback, sophisticated control and planning to achieve robust manipulation [1].
Hence, these hands are highly expensive and not accessible for practical applica-
tions such as assembly lines or medical procedures.

Parallel jaw grippers, on the other hand, are widely used due to their simplicity,
durability and low cost. They can precisely grasp almost any object of the same
scale and, therefore, are ubiquitous in industrial application of material handling
[2]. However, jaw grippers normally have only one DOF for opening and closing
the jaws. Hence, they do not have independent in-hand manipulation capabili-
ties. The most common manipulation approach for jaw grippers is pick-and-place
where the object is placed on a surface and picked up again in a different grasp
configuration [3]. However, the picking and placing can be slow and demands a
large surface area around the robot.

Figure 1: Prototype of the Vibratory Finger Manipulator (VFM) installed on an off-the-
shelf parallel gripper.

State-of-the-art for in-hand manipulation with parallel grippers (that does not
involve picking and placing) is commonly divided to extrinsic and intrinsic dexter-
ity [4]. The former compensates for the lack of gripper DOF and involves actions
of the entire robotic arm for either pushing the object against an obstacle [5, 6] or
performing dynamic manipulation such as pivoting [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] or throw-and-
catch [12]. A different approach leveraged gravity to control slippage between
the fingers of the parallel gripper [13]. For instance, Costanzo [14] exploited a
dual-arm system and tactile feedback to allow controlled slippage between the
object and parallel grippers. The work of Shi et al. [15] controlled the force dis-
tribution of a pinch grasp to predict sliding directions. Similarly, Chen et al. [16]
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controlled the sliding velocity of an object grasped by a parallel gripper. These
methods usually require grip force control and agile sensory feedback of object
pose.

In intrinsic manipulation, the available DOF of the gripper are exploited for
manipulating the grasped object [17]. While jaw grippers have only one DOF,
some work have been done to augment their intrinsic manipulation capabilities.
Seminal work by Nagata [18] proposed six gripper mechanisms with an addi-
tional one DOF at the tip, each having an ability to either rotate or slide an object
in some direction. Similarly, a passively rotating mechanism was integrated into
the fingers of the gripper allowing the object to rotate between the fingers by grav-
ity [19]. In [20], a jaw gripper tip was augmented with a two DOF transmission
mechanism to re-orient and translate randomly placed screws. In [21], linear ac-
tuation was added along each of the two fingers to enable translation and twist of
a grasped object. Similarly, a rolling mechanism was added to the gripper in [22]
in order to manipulate a flat cable. In-hand manipulation was also enabled for a
minimal underactuated gripper by employing an active conveyor surface on one
finger [23]. In [24], a pneumatic braking mechanism was included to a parallel
gripper in order to transition between object free-rotating and fixed phases. The
above augmentation methods for parallel grippers are limited to one manipulation
direction and yield bulky mechanisms that complicate the hardware.

This work explores the use of vibration for in-hand manipulation. The first
known part manipulation with vibration was presented by Chladni during the 18th
century using acoustic-based horizontally-vibrating plates [25]. Similarly, recent
work used a single acoustic actuator to control the position of multiple objects on
an horizontal plate simultaneously and independently [26]. In addition to acous-
tic vibrations, the use of mechanical excitation to generate vibrations and object
manipulation has been widely researched [27, 28]. The work by Böhringer [29]
analyzed the effect of plate oscillation frequency and the corresponding dynamic
modes to the motion of an object. In [30], four linear actuators were used to
generate various velocity fields across an horizontal plate. Breguet and Clavel
[31] introduced the Stick-Slip actuators using piezo-elements to manipulate micro-
components. Stick-slip is a phenomenon where contact between two surfaces is
alternated between static (i.e., no relative motion) and kinetic (i.e., sliding relative
each other) friction, and is caused by, for instance, applying vibrations. Baksys at
el. [32] used one rotary actuator with a perpendicular axis to generate tangential
forces that traverse an object across the plate. Most recently, Kopitca et al. [33]
used a piezoelectric actuator to generate nonlinear vibration fields for gathering
particles into a desired two-dimensional shape.
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While the above works focused on manipulating arbitrary objects using vi-
bration of an extrinsic horizontal plate, some efforts have been put to manipulate
micro-robots by employing on-board vibration motors. A large effort has been put
on micro-actuation techniques based on piezoelectric actuators [34, 35]. However,
piezo-components are complex systems and quite expensive [36]. Hence, using
the Stick-Slip principle, Vartholomeos and Papadopoulos [37] proposed to actu-
ate a micro-robot using two simple mechanical vibration motors positioned co-
linearly. Such mechanism enables precise actuation with low cost hardware. The
mechanism later inspired the design of the Kilobot [38] for swarming behaviour
research [39].

In this paper, a novel mechanism termed Vibratory Finger Manipulator (VFM)
is proposed. The VFM module can potentially augment the capabilities of any
generic off-the-shelf parallel jaw gripper and enable it to perform in-hand manip-
ulation of thin objects (Figure 1). The VFM is a simple and affordable vibration-
based mechanism which can easily be integrated onto any parallel gripper. The
motion principle is based on the stick-slip phenomenon where the application of
vibrations enables active control of friction [31]. Such approach enables the gen-
eration of a propagation force onto an object in contact. Hence, this effect is
employed using a low-cost vibration motor along with a rotary actuator to steer
the force towards the required direction. Along with the mechanism, a dynamic
analysis of the proposed system is provided. Furthermore, with vision-based ob-
ject configuration feedback, the ability to control the motion and manipulate the
object to desired goals is shown. The proposed mechanism has applications in,
for example, precise manipulation of thin surgical knifes in medical procedures,
robot insertion of plastic cards (e.g., credit cards) and key manipulation.

Not much work have combined mechanical grippers to the notion of vibra-
tion. However, vibration is extensively used in releasing micro- and nano-objects
within a parallel gripper [40, 41, 42]. In [43], vibration was used to overcome
the adhesion force of a vacuum gripper holding micro-objects. On the other hand,
Honda [44] proposed a two finger gripper where each finger is comprised of an
Eccentric Rotating Mass (ERM), a mass and two springs. Such gripper can hold
an object of unknown weight and surface with the most suitable grasping force.
Nakamura and Honda [45] proposed a multi-finger robotic hand where each finger
has a vibration roller to allow uni-dimensional motion of a grasped object. Simi-
larly, the work by Suzuki et al. [46] used vibration to control slippage of an object
during gravity-based pivoting.

To summarize, the contributions of this work are as follows. First, a novel
vibration-based mechanism is proposed that augments the capabilities of any stan-
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Table 1: Notation and nomenclature used throughout the paper
Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

DOF Degrees Of Freedom g Gravitation vector
VFM Vibratory Finger Manipulator fξ, fζ forces on rotation axis
ERM Eccentric Rotating Mass fN Normal force
COM Center Of Mass f, fc Forces
RMSE Root Mean Square Error O VFM coordinate frame
fb Initial grasp force r Object COM position
B Manipulated object φ Object orientation
M Mass of manipulated object θ Force steering angle
I Inertia of manipulated object τf Torsional friction torque
m ERM mass τt Net torque
l ERM link length γ Static torsional friction coef.
ϕ ERM rotation angle µ Dyn. torsional friction coef.
ω ERM frequency µs Static friction coef.
ξ, ζ ERM coordinate axes µk Dynamic friction coef.
·̂ Unit vector rg COM goal position
Γ Scalar x,y, z State vectors

dard off-the-shelf parallel gripper. The mechanism is composed of simple and
low-cost hardware. Standard parallel grippers are unable to perform intrinsic in-
hand manipulation. With the addition of such simple mechanism, parallel grippers
are given the ability to perform in-hand manipulation of thin objects. In addition,
a simple model-free controller is proposed to manipulate a grasped object to de-
sired goal positions. The proposed system is tested and analyzed over a set of
different objects. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, our work is the first to
combine vibration motors to in-hand manipulation for robotic hands. As a matter
of convenience, Table 1 presents the nomenclature of this paper.

2. Method

2.1. Design
We leverage the ability of vibration in order to manipulate an object in contact

and propose the design of the VFM module. An illustration of the VFM mecha-
nism is seen in Figure 2. The VFM is composed of two actuators: an ERM motor
and a rotary one. The ERM motor is positioned at the tip of the finger within a
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Figure 2: Section view of the Vibratory Finger Manipulator (VFM).

rotating shaft such that its axis is perpendicular to the shaft axis. The shaft is fab-
ricated by 3D printing with a Polylactic-Acid (PLA) filament and rotates within
three bearings to allow concentric motion with minimal friction. In addition, the
rotating shaft includes a thin bending plate where its normal is perpendicular to
the ERM axis. While a high second moment of area of the shaft (e.g., a circular
profile) in the vibration direction would cause attenuation and loss of force magni-
tude, the bending plate with low second area moment routes the vibrational force
in the direction of its normal and reduces attenuation.

The ERM motor and bending plate are covered be an elastic sleeve fabricated
by 3D printing with an elastic polymer (Thermoplastic polyurethane). This con-
figuration enables high vibrational forces at the finger pad in contact with the
manipulated object while reducing attenuation. Due to this configuration, there
may be some small angle deviations of the bending plate in its normal direction.
Although some vibration force losses may exist, the deviations are significantly
limited by the finger sleeve. Hence, the deviations are considered negligible and
the motion of the plate tip is assumed to be horizontal. By rotating the ERM mo-
tor, harmonic force is generated on the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis.
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The harmonic force generates the Stick-Slip effect (explained in detail below)
yielding object movement. Furthermore, the sleeve is mounted to the base of the
model where a rotary actuator is connected to the shaft through a bevel gear. Us-
ing an encoder, the rotary motor can rotate the shaft and control the direction of
the vibrational forces.

At the opposing side of the gripper, a passive finger is fixed. A roller ball
bearing is positioned at the tip of the passive finger and is in contact with the
object for minimal friction. Both fingers grasp the object in some initial force
fb in direction normal to the object surface. The above mechanism provides an
encapsulated vibration system to manipulate an object without exterior or exposed
moving components.

2.2. Dynamic Analysis
In this Section, the motion principle of the ERM motor is analyzed, based

on previous work for micro-robots [37]. Then, given object B with mass M and
inertia moment I , the dynamic effect of the mechanism on B is observed.

2.2.1. Movement force
The motion mechanism of the ERM is based on a small eccentric mass m

rotated by a motor through a link of length l as shown in Figure 3. The rotation is
assumed to be in constant angular velocity (e.g., frequency) ω = ϕ̇ where ϕ is the
angle of rotation. In such setting, forces exerted on the rotation axis in directions
of the mechanisms coordinate axes ξ and ζ , while considering the orientation of
the gripper, are given by

fξ = mlω2 cosϕ+m(ξ̂ · g) (1)

fζ = mlω2 sinϕ+m(ζ̂ · g), (2)

where ξ̂ and ζ̂ are the axes vectors expressed in some global coordinates, and g
is the gravitation vector. The dot products in (1) and (2) are the projection of the
gravitational force on the ξ̂ and ζ̂ axes, respectively.

The resulting vibrational forces described above are exerted on the grasped
object. The normal force that is exerted on the object due to the ERM, dual-finger
grip and gravitation is

fN = fζ + fb +M(ζ̂ · g). (3)

Furthermore, force fξ is attenuated due to the structure of the finger, i.e., due to
the elastic sleeve and bending plate. That is, the tangential force exerted on the
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Figure 3: Illustration of the ERM rotation plane and the stick-slip effect on the object in
contact.
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Figure 4: Illustration of vibration force fc applied to object B.

object is
f = Γ(fξ) (4)

where Γ(·) is some unknown non-linear map [47]. The map would reduce the
amplitude of the force such that f ≤ fξ while it is difficult to evaluate because of
the complex structure and fabrication process.

2.2.2. Object dynamic model
Coordinate frame O is defined to be fixed at the center of the VFM as seen

in Figure 4. Hence, the configuration of object B with respect to O is defined by
the position r = (x, y, 0)T of the center-of-mass (COM) and the rotation angle
φ about the z axis, i.e., the configuration space of the B is SE(2). The motion
of B occurs, therefore, on plane x − y of O. Force f from (4) is exerted on the
object at steering angle θ ∈ [−π, π] with respect to the x-axis, i.e., in direction
f̂ = (cos θ, sinθ, 0)T . Steering angle θ is, therefore, the action input to the system
which defines the desired object direction of motion. The equations of motion that
describe the sliding of the object within the gripper fingers are given by

Mẍ = (fc + fg) cos θ (5)
Mÿ = (fc + fg) sin θ (6)

Iφ̈ = fc (x sin θ − y cos θ)− (xfgy − yfgx) + τf . (7)
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Vector fg = (fgx , fgy , 0)T is the projection of the gravitation force vectorMg onto
the motion plane x − y. That is, force fg is the effect of gravitation on the planar
motion and acting on the COM as seen in Figure 4. Scalar fg is the operation
of fg along the direction of the vibration force and is given by the dot product
fg = fg · f̂ . Equation (7) is acquired from the conservation of momentum where
the first term at the right hand side is the z component of the cross product r× f̂ .
Similarly, the second term is the z component of the cross product r × fg and is
the torque generated by the gravitational force. Scalar τf is the torsional friction
at the contact point and is given by

τf =

{
−γfNsgn(τt), |φ̇| = 0

−µfNsgn(φ̇), |φ̇| > 0,
(8)

where τt is the net torque acting on the contact point in order to maintain static
equilibrium, and γ, µ > 0 are the static and dynamic coefficient of torsional fric-
tion [48, 49].

Force fc is dependent of whether the object and finger are in stick mode (i.e.,
static friction) or in slip mode (i.e., relative motion with kinetic friction), and is
given by

fc =

{
f, |f + fg| ≤ µs|fN |
f − µkfN , |f + fg| > µs|fN |,

(9)

where µs and µk are the static and kinetic coefficients of friction, respectively,
between the finger and object. In the slip mode, the object will move in direction
f̂ , when fg > 0 and fg is assisting fc; or when fg < 0 and |fc| > |fg|. The
latter case depends on the friction coefficient and grip force. Hence, inclined
manipulation under the effect of gravity will be demonstrated in the experimental
section.

Figure 5 presents a one-dimensional simulated example (i.e., solely along the
x-axis) of the motion. In this example, the angular velocity ω is in the positive
direction. While fN > fb, the eccentric mass is at the highest point (ϕ = 90◦)
of the cycle leading to high frictional force. This is the stick phase in which the
f force is applied to the object in the positive direction and, thus, generating dis-
placement of both finger and object in the positive x direction. Similarly, when the
mass is at its lowest point (ϕ = −90◦), the normal force is the lowest. When the
magnitude of the normal force declines, the f force switches direction yielding
relative slip between the finger and object (while the finger experiences negative
displacement). Consequently, the displacement in the positive direction is larger
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Figure 5: A one-dimensional example of motion: (top) Tangential and normal forces, f
and fN , applied to the object and (bottom) displacement of object along the x direction.

than the negative one, leading to cumulative net displacement in the positive di-
rection. Excitation of negative ω would force negative displacement in the same
manner.

A gripper with a VFM finger has a one-DOF actuation space (i.e., steering an-
gle θ) while the object configuration is of three-DOF (i.e., x, y and φ). Hence, the
system is considered underactuated where the entire configuration of the arm can-
not be fully controlled. The next section discusses position control of the object
while maintaining constant orientation. Controlling object position along with its
orientation requires manipulation planning which we leave out of the scope of this
paper.

2.3. Control
Consider the problem of manipulating the COM of the object to a goal posi-

tion rg = (xg, yg, 0)T relative to O. While the control of the COM position is
formulated, the position of any other point on the object can be controlled instead
as will be shown in the experiments. System (5)-(7) can be formulated in the state
space as

ẋ = F (x, θ) (10)
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where x = (x1, . . . , x6)
T ∈ R6, x1 = x, x2 = ẋ, x3 = y, x4 = ẏ, x5 = φ, x6 = φ̇,

F (x, θ) =



x2
fa
M

cos θ
x4

fa
M

sin θ
x6

fc
I

(x1 sin θ − x3 cos θ)− (x1fgx − x3fgy) + τf

 , (11)

and fa = fc + fg. While having a sinusoidal behaviour, force fc is assumed to
be constant and positive for control purpose. Hence, force fc pushes the object in
direction defined by control input angle θ. Further, the state vector can be decom-
posed as x = (y, z)T where y = (x1, x2, x3, x4)

T ∈ R4 and z = (x5, x6)
T ∈ R2

correspond to linear and angular motion of the object, respectively. Therefore,
system (10) can now be represented as

ẏ = Y (y, θ) (12)
ż = Z(z, θ) (13)

where Y : R4 × R→ R4 and Z : R2 × R→ R2.
Consider the following Lyapunov candidate function [50]

V (y) =
1

2
(x1 − xg)2 +

1

2
(x3 − yg)2 +

1

2
x22 +

1

2
x24 (14)

where V (y) > 0 for y 6= yg with yg = (xg, 0, yg, 0)T as the goal y-state. Substi-
tuting (12) to the time derivative of V gives

V̇ (y) = (x1 − xg)x2 + (x3 − yg)x4 + x2
fa
M

cos θ + x4
fa
M

sin θ. (15)

Having λ > fa
M

for some λ > 0 and choosing

cos θ = −λ(x1 − xg), sin θ = −λ(x3 − yg) (16)

or
tan θ =

yg − x3
xg − x1

, (17)

we get that

V̇ (y) =

(
fa
M
− λ
)

(x2 cos θ + x4 sin θ) . (18)
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Since ẋ cos θ > 0 and ẏ sin θ > 0 (or sgn(ẋ) = sgn(cos θ) and sgn(ẏ) =
sgn(sin θ)), it must be that

V̇ (y) ≤ 0. (19)

According to partial stability theorem [51], system (10) is y-stable. Therefore, by
applying controller

θ = arctan

(
yg − x3
xg − x1

)
, (20)

with λ > fa
M

, and as long as x2, x4 6= 0, the Lyapunov function decreases and the
system is driven to yg.

The y-stability of the system means that control law (20) will take sub-system
Y (y, θ) to position (xg, yg, 0)T . However, applying the control to (7) yields

φ̈ =
1

M

[
fc(x1yg − x3xg)− (x1fgx − x3fgy) + τf

]
. (21)

Hence, the object would rotate by the effect of the controller and sub-system
Z(z, θ) cannot be controlled. Nevertheless, rotation would not occur if the ob-
ject is at a position satisfying xyg − yxg = 0 and τf = x1fgx − x3fgy . That is,
rotation will not occur if the object moves on a line connecting the COM and the
goal, and when the object is grasped tight enough by the normal force fN to re-
sist gravitational torque (this is easily done by applying sufficient grip force fb and
demonstrated in the experiments). In such case, motion is exerted towards or away
from the COM, no torque is applied on the object and, therefore, the object will not
rotate. If no rotation is desired when moving to some goal (xg, yg, 0)T 6= (0, 0),
controlling the motion through the COM is proposed. That is, an intermediate
goal (0, 0) is added prior to moving to (xg, yg, 0)T and, thus, moving only on
rotation-free lines.

3. Experiments

A prototype of the VFM was built as described in Section 2.1. The VFM
includes an ERM vibration motor 10× 3.4 mm by Pololu. We note that physical
parameters of the ERM such asm and l are not specified by the manufacturer. The
VFM was further installed on a Robotiq 2F-85 parallel gripper while the gripper is
mounted on a Kinova Gen3 arm as seen in Figure 6. It is noted that the VFM can
be installed on any parallel gripper with no regards to its closing mechanism. Also,
the Robotiq 2F-85 gripper cannot provide feedback about the closing force fb and,
therefore, the gripper was closed manually on the object to some arbitrary force.
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Figure 6: Experimental setup where the VFM is mounted on a Robotiq parallel gripper.

Furthermore, a camera was positioned on top of the system to track the ArUco [52]
markers on the moving object. The camera provides feedback stream of object
position and orientation in real-time and in frequency of 60 Hz. Aruco markers
provide, within the working distance of the experiment, position and orientation
errors of approximately 1.5 mm and 1◦, respectively [53, 54]. We first analyze
the manipulation of a circular thin object printed with PLA of weight 14.84 grams
and thickness 2 mm. The manipulation of other objects is later observed. All
experiment videos can be seen in the supplementary material.

3.1. Mechanism Analysis
The behaviour of the mechanism with regards to certain parameters is initially

observed including vibration frequency, gripper inclination and various manip-
ulated objects. For each of the tests, object mean velocity over a sequence of
200 random steps exerted by the VFM is reported. A sequence of positions was
recorded and the velocity was computed by second order backward differentia-
tion. First, velocity of the object is observed with regards to the frequency of
the ERM. Figure 7 shows results in which object velocity clearly increases with
higher frequency. Hence, one can also tune the frequency in order to control mov-
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Figure 7: Mean object velocity with regards to the frequency of the vibration motor.

ing velocity. Note that the velocities also depend on the attenuation of the gripper
structure derived from fabrication, material and geometry.

Next, the mean velocity of the object with regards to gripper inclination is an-
alyzed. For such, random paths were recorded while changing the gripper angle
using the robotic arm. Figure 8 shows results for mean and standard deviation
object velocities with regards to the inclination angle. A rather low grip force fb
was applied on the object by the gripper between angles 0◦ to 25◦. Above 25◦

inclination, the object began to slide due to gravitation. Hence, an higher gripping
force was applied to increase friction. For inclination angles larger than 60◦, the
gripper failed to generate continuous motion of the object as the vibration force
was not strong enough. Having a stronger ERM should allow working in steeper
angles. It is noted that rotation due to gravitation when not applying vibration was
not observed and static equilibrium was maintained by τf (as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3). Hence, grip force fb was sufficient while not interfering with vibration
control.

3.2. Control Evaluation
In this section, the use of control law (20) is experimented to manipulate the

object to desired goal positions. The control of the COM motion directly to de-
sired goals and through the origin are tested. Table 2 shows performance parame-
ters for the two control strategies over 100 trials. For each trial, a desired goal was
randomly chosen and motion was initiated from the reached point of the previous
trial. The COM is declared to reach the target if it is within 2 mm of the goal po-
sition. This distance tolerance is defined based on the position measurement error
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Figure 8: Mean object velocity with regards to the inclination angle of the gripper.

Table 2: Performance parameters of controller (20) directly to the goal or through the origin
Direct via origin

Mean error (mm) 1.58±0.49 1.47±0.54
Mean angle change (deg) 11.40±15.62 4.27±4.34
Mean path length (mm) 63.75±42.86 66.55±36.48

of the system described above. When the COM reaches the current goal, vibra-
tion is terminated and motion stops instantly due to stick attenuation. Controlled
motion is then applied to the next random goal. Results show that the mean final
error is low and less than 2 mm for both methods. While relatively low, the error is
significantly affected by the resolution of the ArUco marker tracking as discussed
above, and can be reduced in future work with a designated sensing alternative.
Note also that explicit knowledge of friction parameters between the gripper and
objects are not required for the controller to reach desired targets.

Moving through the origin is shown to reduce the mean angle change by ap-
proximately 62%. When moving directly to the goal, torques are exerted on the
object yielding a curved path as seen in Figure 9. On the other hand, control
through the origin constrains forces to be nearly along a line passing through the
origin leading to lower torques on the object. Hence, the paths are less curved as
seen in Figure 10. Evidently, Table 2 shows that the mean lengths of paths passing
and not passing through the origin are approximately similar. Position responses
corresponding to manipulations in Figures 9 and 10 are seen in Figures 11 and 12,
respectively.

Using the control law, path tracking was also implemented along small-sized
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Figure 9: Manipulating the COM of a disk from an initial position (magenta marker) to a goal
position (blue marker). The disk reached the goal with an accuracy of 1.93 mm error and 9.94o

orientation change.

Figure 10: Manipulating the COM of a disk from an initial position (magenta marker) to a goal
position (blue marker) through the origin (green marker). The disk reached the goal with an
accuracy of 2 mm error and 4.39o orientation change.
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Figure 11: Position path of the disk seen in Figure 9 with respect to time.

Figure 12: Position path of the disk seen in Figure 10 with respect to time.
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Table 3: Tracking accuracy along a path
Size (mm) Tracking error (mm)

Rectangular 15×15 1.73±0.50
Circular 9 (radius) 1.99±0.31

Table 4: Performance parameters for various manipulated objects
Object Thickness Weight Velocity Accuracy

(mm) (g) (mm/sec) (mm)
Utility Knife 0.2 4.68 9.7±1.22 2.01±0.38
Ruler 0.2 10.43 1.95±0.1 2.56±0.21
ID card 0.6 3.77 12.95±20.35 1.82±1.17
Paper sheet 0.05 0.71 1.41±1.55 2.5±0.2
Paperboard 0.1 1.00 1.84±1.39 2.15±0.59
Single wall cardboard 3.8 3.1 0 -

paths. Each path was discretized to 60 points. Tracking was performed with a
moving intermediate goal point, i.e., a simple “follow-the-carrot” scheme, where
the next intermediate point is set to be the goal once the object reaches the current
one. Table 3 presents path sizes and average Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
for tracking rectangular and circular paths. Figures 13 and 14 show snapshots
of tracking both paths. Results demonstrate the ability to track paths with high
accuracy.

3.3. Other objects
To demonstrate the manipulation of various objects, six everyday objects were

tested. The set of objects, seen in Figure 15, includes a stainless steel utility knife,
a stainless Steel ruler, a plastic ID card, a paper sheet, a paperboard and a sin-
gle wall cardboard. Weight and thickness of the objects along with experimental
results are seen in Table 4. The results include mean and standard deviation for
motion velocity and control error. The results show that smooth objects (i.e., util-
ity knife and ID card) move faster than objects with rougher surface texture. Due
to low kinetic friction, force fc is stronger as seen in (9) yielding higher velocity.
However, local deformation on the cardboard caused by gripper clamping pre-
vented it from moving while only rotating about the contact point. In the control
experiment, the attached marker on the object (not on the COM) was driven to ten
desired goals showing good accuracy for all objects.
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Figure 13: Manipulating the COM of a disk along a rectangular path (red path).
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Figure 14: Manipulating the COM of a disk along a circular path (red path).
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Figure 15: Manipulating various objects including (from top left): utility knife, ruler, ID card,
paper sheet, paperboard and single wall cardboard.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel vibration-based mechanism was presented for in-hand
manipulation of thin objects. The mechanism can augment parallel grippers which
alone do not have intrinsic in-hand manipulation capabilities. The proposed mech-
anism is based on the stick-slip phenomenon yielding a simple and low-cost so-
lution. By having a finger comprised of an off-the-shelf vibration motor and a
rotary actuator, a force can be exerted on a grasped object in a desired direction.
Then, by applying a simple control law, the object can be manipulated to a de-
sired position goal or track a path with high accuracy. A set of experiments was
presented including accuracy with regards to frequency and gripper inclination
angle, control behaviour and manipulation of various objects. The results show
high accuracy and feasibility to objects of different material and texture.

As discussed on Section 2.2.2, the proposed mechanism is underactuated and
demonstrated the ability to control the position of the object. However, controlling
the orientation of the object would require planned maneuvers while considering
the applied torques. For instance, future work can apply a Model Predictive Con-
trol where a motion planner constantly plans paths to a goal in SE(2) based on
the dynamic model. Another alternative is a gravity-assisted approach where the
object is pivoted with controlled inclination of the gripper. Future work may also
consider identifying the multiple vibration modes of the system to better control
the motion of various objects. Furthermore, the current sensing is limited by the
accuracy of the ArUco markers while also dependent on camera line-of-sight.
Hence, future work could consider an on-board sensing module that can combine
visual perception and odometry. Adaptive velocity control may also be imple-
mented to reduce the velocity when approaching the vicinity of the goal for finer
position tuning.
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